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Operational issues and Highways Agency position in
November 2009
Exceptional rainfall in Cumbria in November 2009
Local Highway Authority bridges/roads severely affected
Operation of the Trunk Road network in Cumbria also affected
Closure of the A66 near Cockermouth for 45 hours – road
flooded and debris
Highways Agency and through its Service Provider supplied
support to Cumbria County Council
Installing road closures
Providing signage, vehicles and other specialist equipment
Agency and Service Provider is part of the Infrastructure
Recovery Group, which includes the County Council (and its
service providers), the emergency services, the military, Utility
Companies, and District Councils.

Cumbria flooding
• Inspections and checks carried out on 92 road over water
•
•
•
•
•

bridges and 3 retaining walls and other infrastructure on Trunk
Roads.
No significant damage was found at the time
Subsequently some localised scouring erosion has occurred at
two bridges – including significant undermining of a wingwall
More detailed examinations of the bridges continued, but no
further defects were detected
Some diving inspections were programmed later when water
had sufficiently receded and it was safe to undertake them (and
specialist inspectors were available)
Remedial work to riverbank training facilities and earthworks
were required

Cumbria flooding – learning
lessons

• Understand the causes of the bridge
collapses in Cumbria and other flooding
events
• Evaluate the implications for Agency
design, inspection and maintenance
standards
• Develop a Prioritised Action Plan
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Probable causes (in various combinations)
Sheer quantity of rain in a very short period
Run-off into ditches, streams and rivers
Volume and speed of flow in existing watercourses
Lack of capacity in drains and structural openings
Restricted flow at bridge openings
Scour of structural foundations
Shallow foundations, vulnerable structures
Excess hydraulic loading on structural elements
Additional damage caused by waterborne debris
Overtopping of bridges

Cumbria flooding – learning
lessons

CORNWALL – NOVEMBER 2010

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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Highways Agency Prioritised Action Plan
Developed within the Agency and external liaison with
various stakeholders
Linked to an existing Prioritised Action Plan on ‘vulnerable
structures’ – bridge collapses
Based on linked concepts of 'operation' and 'engineering'
Based on the 3P's - 'people', 'product' and 'process'
Takes account of the resilience concepts of 'Prepare' and
'Protect'
Risk based approach, and linked to existing workstreams
Need to share a common approach with other bridge
owners, but recognising there may be different constraints
and factors

Cumbria flooding – action plan

• Three interconnected threads to the
Action Plan
• 1 Structures and other assets
• 2 Flood risks and water management
• 3 Risks, resilience and operational
issues

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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1 Structures workstream
Present written/oral evidence, with the Transport Minister
Sadiq Khan MP and DfT colleagues to Transport Select
Committee investigations (transcripts available but it is
unknown at present whether a report will emerge)
Issue reminder note to ensure high risk scour
susceptible sites have been identified and are up to date
and at risk bridges are being inspected as part of normal
inspection programme and after flood events
(completed)
Learning lessons from Cumbria (ongoing)
Consider need for possible National Structures
Programme (NSP) (to be reviewed)

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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BA74 'Assessment of Scour at Highway Bridges' - review
document (industry workshop held, revision drafted and being
peer reviewed, publish later 2011)
Simpler document, less academic than published version
Includes some guidance which can be used by local authorities
Includes guidance in relation to masonry structures with shallow
footings
Compatible with principles of BD79 ‘Management of substandard
structures’
Acknowledges more detailed guidance “CIRIA C551, Manual on
scour at bridges and other hydraulic structures” (May et al, 2002)
Recognises the need for a cost effective approach to assessment,
monitoring and mitigation
Develop a related operational strategy to identify high risk scour
sites and instigate mitigation measures (started)

Cumbria flooding- action plan
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Structure standards review (new and existing structures)
Review structures design standards - Eurocodes, BS5400 and HA
standards (superficial review only so far)
Review BA 59/94 “The Design of Highway Bridges for Hydraulic
Action”) - requirements for hydraulic loading and scour
requirements, implications of debris impact, changing flow regimes
(superficial review only so far)
Consider robustness? (superficial review only so far)
Review assessment standards for hydraulic load and scour
requirements - do we consider this as part of an assessment or
should we do so (superficial review only so far)
Climate change 'effects on standards‘ (some high level work
completed on impact of increased rainfall)
How is the effect of debris considered in terms of flow and
hydraulic loading?
What flood event should be considered 1 in 200 year, 1 in 1000
year, and how is this affected by climate change?

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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•
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Review inspection arrangements BD63 and Bridge
Inspection Manual and NMM to assess flood damage
and arrangements for scour and underwater
inspection after flood events. Revised guidance if
necessary? (superficial review only so far)
Review SMIS inventory data on scour risk sites - how
complete and up to date is the data? (initial review
completed and will be updated when scour guidance
is reissued)
Develop bridge inspector competence training scheme
- to include scour assessment (being pursued through
collaboratively funded national scheme with DfT/asset
owners)

Cumbria flooding – action plan
• Review temporary bridges - planning and availability,
•
•
•
•

technical approval and design issues (discussions
started with suppliers)
Assess research needs and what technology is
available eg. NDT techniques for identifying scour)
(superficial review only so far)
Assess mitigation techniques and guidance
(superficial review only so far, but included in BA74)
Consider fast-track construction techniques for
replacement bridges (superficial review only so far)
Consider implications for other assets – pavements,
drainage and geotechnics

Cumbria flooding – action plan
•
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2 Flood risks and water management workstream
Publish flood risk strategy document - AMM 122 (published
March 2010)
Incorporate flood risk hotspots and flood reporting templates into
drainage asset database and review annually (ongoing)
Review the vulnerability of drainage and geotechnical assets
(ongoing)
Undertake research on flood risks from fluvial sources and
surface water flooding and taking account of climate change - to
identify future potential flood risks linked to specific assets structures, drainage pipes and culverts, geotechnical and
pavement assets. Identify high risk sites and structures (pilot
study in Area 2, overlaying asset data, flood data and climate
change data, also considering local authority assets – workshop
held and tools being developed)

Cumbria flooding – action plan
• Review drainage/geotechnical asset databases to identify

assets that may 'indirectly' act as flood defence structures and to
assess their vulnerability (ongoing)
• Develop strategy for improving flood warning protocols
(ongoing)
• Under Flood and Water Management Act 2010 identify reservoir
locations adjacent to Agency network and consider the
implications of inundations, develop inundation plans coordinated liaison with reservoir owners (ongoing)
• Review and discuss flood capacities criteria at highway
structures with Environment Agency and consider climate
change issues (ongoing)

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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3 Risks, resilience and operational issues workstream
Learn operational lessons from Cumbria (ongoing)
Contingency planning linked to the identification of high flood
risk sites (ongoing)
Develop early warning system linked to Met Office information
(ongoing)
Develop response to extreme climatic events (ongoing)
Review Severe Weather Plan AMM109/09 (ongoing)
Develop scenario planning linked to above two items (ongoing)
Improved incident management (ongoing)
Develop forensic analysis techniques after damage or collapse
(ongoing)
Add relevant information to National Risk Registers (ongoing)

Cumbria flooding – action plan
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Communication strategy
Structures
SCOSS, BOF, Bridges Board liaison
Network Rail liaison to share experiences and knowledge
Conferences
Flood risks
Liaise Environment Agency (via MOU), Flood Hazard Research
Centre, Met Office, HR Wallingford
Resilience
Contact with Flood Forecasting Centre (Met. Office and EA)
Links to wider Government initiatives
Liaise DfT, internal contacts with Network Operations
Links to Cabinet Office National Hazards team.
Links to DEFRA National Flood Emergencies Framework

Cumbria flooding – other factors
• Highways Agency bridges and other structures tend to be of

relatively modern design
• Often utilise deep piled foundations, where rivers and
waterways are crossed and there are underlying soft alluvial
ground conditions
• Such forms of structure are inherently less prone to the
damaging effects of flooding, and scour erosion undermining
bridge supports
• However older bridges may only have shallow foundations
where the risk of scour erosion is consequently greater

Cumbria flooding – other factors
• Rigorous regime of regular bridge inspection at 2
•
•
•
•
•

yearly intervals including a detailed principal
inspection every 6 years
Considering risk based inspections
Special inspections to investigate the causes of
specific defects or after significant events such as
flooding
Structural assessments also undertaken in response
to deteriorating condition, to assess strength/load
carrying capacity
Repairs, maintenance and where necessary renewal
of bridges
System of identification of scour risk sites in place

Cumbria flooding – other factors
• Agency has a Severe Weather Plan in place, with all its Service
•
•
•
•

Providers
Direct links to the Met Office through the National Traffic Control
Centre at Quinton to anticipate severe weather and the potential
for flooding
Regional Traffic Control Centres/Traffic Officer service and
emergency services deal operationally with specific flooding
threats
Service Providers provide necessary expertise to examine and
inspect particular parts of the Agency’s infrastructure – bridges,
pavements, drainage, earthworks and ancillary facilities and
equipment
Risk and resilience planning is undertaken and communicated
into wider Government initiatives

Cumbria flooding – wider
perspective and network
resilience

•
•
•
•

What are the other network issues?
Other flooding events
Pitt Review and HA Risks
Climate Change

Flooding Events 2007

M 50 - Jn. 2 closed:

M5 Partial Flooding

A40 One carriageway closed
M5 – 9-11a Partial Flooding

Impact of 2007 Floods
Roads
• 40 mile queue on the M5
• Many local roads closed
• Floods undermined many local roads and
bridges
• Community
• Loss of drinking water to 150,000 people
• Loss of power to 250,000 people
• Thousands of homes flooded

Pitt Review & Recommendation 45:

•
•
•
•

The Highways Agency, working through
Local Resilience Forums, should:
further consider the vulnerability of
motorways and trunk roads to flooding,
the potential for better warnings,
strategic road clearance to avoid people
becoming stranded; and
plans to support people who become
stranded.

What are the Risks?
• Asset
•
•
•

deterioration/failure
Accidents/safety Corporate
Manslaughter?
Third party costs (£?)
Congestion /Journey
Time reliability
Overall cost to UK economy and society!

Key Operational Questions
• What is the HA vulnerability to flooding?
•
•
•
•

How many floods/year ?
What are the extent of the floods?
How severe are the flood events?
How frequent are the floods?

• Does the HA have robust tools, management
practices and contingency plans?

• How will climate change affect all of the above?

Initial findings
• 10% of HA network vulnerable to flooding
• Typical year =1,800 carriageway flooding
•
•
•

incidents on the network
60% flooding incidents are thought to be asset
related
40% of carriageway flooding is due to extreme
weather events (i.e. 2007) and third party causes
Typical year = 2 fatal, 10 serious and 54 minor
personal injury accidents occur each year in
areas of surface water flooding

Area Management Memo
• Issued to Service Providers in;
• March 2010 – Flooding hotspots
•November 2010 – Priority Drainage Assets
• Proposed Management Measures
• Proposed Physical Measures
• Recording of flood events in HADDMS now
mandatory

Flood Vulnerability
• Internal & External Stakeholder Workshops
• Detailed investigation into records of flooding

•
•

incidents
• Service Providers records
• Record of claims from motorists and landowners
• Record from NTCC
Investigate culverts that pose a flooding risk
Determine indicative vulnerability of HA’s network
to flooding / produce a ranking method for
hotspots

Flood “Hotspots” Map
• Shows lengths of HA’s network where flood
risk is considered significant

• Three levels of risk identified
• High risk – Annual risk of “problem flood” >
50%

• Moderately high risk – Annual risk of
“problem flood” > 25%

• Moderate risk – Annual risk of “problem
flood” > 10%

• “Problem flood” is defined as a flood event

which causes at least one running lane to be
blocked for at least 15 minutes

Flood “Hotspots” Map

Flood Event Register

Flood Severity Index
• Used to determine the severity of the impact of a
flood on a carriageway. Data needed
• Impact on traffic (eg total road closure, only one lane

•
•
•

closed, congestion only)
Duration of Impact (less than 15 minutes not
considered significant)
Road classification
AADT for one carriageway

From Flood Register HADDMS calculates this index

Priority Culverts
Area

Region

1
2
3
4
5 DBFO
6
8
7
9
10
13
12
14

SW
SW
SE
SE
SE
E
E
EM
WM
NW
NW
Y & NE
Y & NE

TOTAL
TOTALS

Category
A
0
4
0
1
0
0
1
6
0
2
0
2
0
16
19

Category
B
10
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
13

Culverts posing a potential flood risk and requiring
Investigation by HA

HADDMS Output
(Highways Agency Drainage Data Management System)

Adaptation to Climate Change
• We base our work on the
historical evidence of the
weather

• Past is no longer the key to
the future

• Future predictions needed
to set parameters for
design, maintenance &
management

Climate Change Pilot Study – HA Area 2
Research into;
• additional flooding risks
to HA assets up to 2100.
• impact on other services
• measures and budget
costs
• Methodology for
assessing climate
change impacts across
HA network
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Map shows variation by grid square for one parameter: % Change for wettest
day: Winter 2050’s (50%)

Other Activities
• Additional access/egress points on networks
• Crisis Management Exercising and Training •
•
•
•
•

Exercise Watermark
Improved early flood warning systems – Met
Office
Identification of Bridge structures at risk of
scour and inspection measures
Appointment of Emergency Planners
National Crisis Management Plan and Regional
Contingency Plans
Improved Sharing of risk information

Asset Interactions & Consequences
RIDE QUALITY

PAVEMENTS
SAFE ROADS
RELIABLE
JOURNEYS

INFORMED
TRAVELLERS
10%

STRUCTURES

FLOODING
60%

DRAINAGE
70%

GEOTECHNICS

MITIGATING
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

TECHNOLOGY

Looking ahead …
• Further development of HADDMS and asset management
strategy
• Forward programme to address Priority Flood Risk
Locations
• Use climate change predictions to forecast future flood
risks (up to 2070)
• Use of GIS systems to respond to incidents
• Continued development of contingency planning
measures
• Exercise Watermark

Summary
• A single register of all flood events on or near the
•
•
•
•
•

carriageway.
A register centrally held on HADDMS that is accessible by
all staff
A consistent approach to recording the floods and their
causes
An automated assessment of the severity of each flood
Maps showing the flooding locations and priority culverts
colour coded by their severity or current status
The ability to carry out better assessment of flooding risk
by allowing the identification of hotspots and priority
drainage assets from the maps and their causes from the
register

Cumbria flooding and beyond

• Thanks and any questions

